Abstract. The establishment of rural banks is in favor of improving rural financial systems and enhancing rural financial service levels. However, the operation risks of rural banks cannot be neglected. Based on the investigations made for the development of rural banks in Heilongjiang Province and the analysis of potential causes for the operation risks of rural banks, the paper discusses and puts forward countermeasures and suggestions on operation risk prevention and control for the rural banks in Heilongjiang Province.
Introduction
Rural banks refer to banking financial institutions approved by China Banking Regulatory Commission, invested by domestic and overseas financial institutions, business entities of domestic non-financial institutions or domestic natural persons, established in rural areas as per relevant laws and regulations, and such banks mainly provide financial services for local farmers, agriculture and rural economic development. China has witnessed rapid development of rural banks since 2007. According to statistics, there are 209 rural banks in 30 provinces or municipalities. The establishment of rural banks is an innovative measure for China to solve "financial repression" issues such as low coverage of financial institutions in rural areas, insufficient financial supply, inadequate competition or insufficient financial services, and it is quite significant for improving investment diversification in rural areas so as to better improve and enhance rural financial services, support the construction of socialism new rural areas and improve the economic, social harmonious development and progress in rural areas.
However, the operation risks of Chinese rural banks have appeared due to various factors such as external business environment and internal management. According to the loan and deposit data collected by the research group, the average loan-to-deposit ratio of rural banks is 152.52%, which is much higher than 75%, the upper limit of loan-to-deposit ratio specified by the nation. The highest loan-to-deposit ratio is 468.75% and the lowest one is 60.88%; the number of rural banks with the ratio less than 75% only account for 7.41% of all rural banks. On one hand, people in rural areas have large demands of funds, while they have few financing channels; on the other hand, the risk control of rural banks is not stringent and the standards for loan origination are quite loose. Therefore, relevant departments shall attach great importance to the operation risks of Chinese rural banks. In this paper, the rural banks in Heilongjiang Province are set as examples for making an in-depth analysis.
Development Status of Rural Banks in Heilongjiang
Heilongjiang has witnessed rapid developments of rural banks in recent years. Generally, the development process of such banks has two stages. The capital funds of the rural banks inside Heilongjiang were classified as per RMB 10 million for scales (see Fig.1 ). According to Fig.1 , the capital funds of such banks are below RMB 30 million; the ratio of the capital funds at 20 million to 30 million is the highest, which is 47%; the ratio of the capital funds at 10 million to 20 million is the second highest, which is 35%; the ratios of the capital funds at 30 million and below 10 million are the lowest ones, which are 12% and 6% respectively. Therefore, we think that the capital funds of the rural banks in Heilongjiang are quite limited, and they have certain potential risks. 
Analysis on Causes for Operation Risks of Rural Banks in Heilongjiang Single Business and Varieties
Although the rural banks inside Heilongjiang can implement many business lines, currently most rural banks merely implement several simple and conventional items, and most of such items are fundamental deposits and loans, while intermediate business such as finance, insurance, payment of fees are not available; in terms of loans, the conventional housing and car loans are the majority, and new type loans are not available. As shown in Table 2 , among the five rural banks carrying out pilot business, only Dongning Yuandong has all business lines, while other banks only have some. As a result, the service types provided by the rural banks inside Heilongjiang for customers are single, and the service abilities of such banks are limited. 
Apparent Insufficient Profitability
After the rapid developments of the rural banks in Heilongjiang in the above two stages, the operation capacity, operation scale and business lines of such banks have good signs, and generally such banks can be positively operated as per the development routes established for these banks when they were founded. However, in terms of profitability alone, the rural banks in Heilongjiang have not reached favorable situations. The profitability of some rural banks is quite poor, and some even have deficits. According to the net profits of representative rural banks inside Heilongjiang for 2014, the bank with the best profitability was Bayan Rongxing, and its net profit was RMB 12.5138 million; the second one was Yi'an Runsheng, and its net profit was RMB 6.1048 million. There are six banks with profitability at RMB 100,000 and below, which accounts for 40% of all banks. Lanxi RCB, Hailun Huifeng and Baoqing Guangyi merely had slight profits, and three rural banks had losses above RMB 2 million. In conclusion, we think that the overall profitability of the rural banks in Heilongjiang is not strong, about half of them have slight profits or deficits, and they really need to enhance their risk resistance capacity.
Large Credit Risks
Credit risks refer to possibilities of borrowers failing to promptly repay sufficient debts or bank loans due to all kinds of reasons. Specifically, the credit risks of rural banks are mainly due to the following factors: Firstly, the intrinsic features of agriculture and agricultural products determine that agricultural loans have high credit risks; secondly, some credit risks are caused due to low quality of some farmers. According to the preliminary statistics made by China Banking Regulatory Commission, by the end of the fourth quarter in 2015, the non-performing loan ratio of rural commercial banks was the highest among all types of banks, which reached 2.48%. (The non-performing loan ratio of foreign banks was the lowest, which was 1.15%; that of urban commercial banks was the second lowest, which was 1.4%; those of joint-stock commercial banks and large-scale commercial banks were 1.53% and 1.66% respectively). Credit risks make rural banks face large restrictions when issuing loans to farmers, which is also adverse for farmers to overcome poverty and achieve prosperity.
High Commodity Price Risks
Because famers or agriculture operators with small operation scales are the majority of prospective borrowers for the rural banks in Heilongjiang, once market environment has conversions, most borrowers are hard to resist such unexpected market fluctuations, and such risks may become large-scale credit risks. Because the quality of agricultural products is various and it is hard to preserve such products for a long time, it is quite hard to sell such agricultural products in sluggish agricultural product markets as soon as possible after borrowers break contracts. It will lead to credit and loan losses of rural banks and form non-performing loans as a result. As for the causes of such conditions, it may be the sudden price changes of certain agricultural products result in the losses of farmers or agricultural enterprises, or the unexpected price rises of agrochemicals and agricultural means of production lead to sharp increases of agricultural production costs that make farmers hard to implement their expected projects. Therefore, the positioning and business of rural banks determine that they will unavoidably face such indirect commodity price risks. As a result, it is necessary for rural banks to deal with and prevent such risks in credit risk analyses.
Countermeasures and Suggestions on Risk Prevention and Control for Rural Banks in Heilongjiang
The risks of rural banks contain in all steps of their business. Only a systematic risk prevention and control system can possibly reduce or eliminate potential risks.
Enhance Management and Product Innovation Ability
Rural banks cannot merely rely on their initiators to seek effective management for risks. As independent legal entities, they shall enhance their own innovation ability. Innovations shall be made for the internal organization and management structure of such rural banks to carry out democratic internal management and monitoring procedures; operation frameworks for board of directors shall be improved; in addition, risk management committees, audit committees and connected transaction control committees shall be established to determine the composition, decision-making procedures and rules of procedures of each committee so as to lower the internal control risks to a certain degree; innovations shall be made for financing channels to enhance publicity degrees, local governments and famous enterprises shall be used to enhance the popularity of rural banks; a series of special offers can be made to attract residents' deposits and enrich the sources of funds; the innovation ability for service measures and business shall be enhanced, new loan transaction pilots can be carried out; innovations shall be made for loan management modes to enhance diversified competition; customers can be divided into various categories as per the operation features and fund demands of such customers so as to design different loans and various guarantees, mortgages (pledges) and repayment modes.
Improve Risk Assessment and Early Warning Mechanism
Specific to the special risk environment in rural areas, on the basis of making effective judgments for the repayment sources of customers, credit risk assessments will be the core assessment indicator for evaluating whether violations are made for loans; in addition, market risk and macro-environment risk assessment are also important evaluation indicators. Specific to risk assessment technique, initiators shall carry out trainings on risk identification and assessment methods, risk monitoring technique and control for all subordinate rural banks. And all rural banks shall make constant adjustment and correction for relevant risk assessment methods as per their actual conditions so as to summarize corresponding effective and scientific risk assessment systems. Specific to the basic financial indicators of customers, the loan early warning indicator systems for corresponding industries shall be established. Once the financial data of such customers reach or exceed relevant warning lines, relevant emergency measures shall be taken immediately to eliminate potential risks.
Establish Credit Reward and Penalty Systems
Low violation cost of customers is an important reason that rural banks are not willing to carry out "rural" business. The behaviors of enterprises or individuals breaking promises are quite common in not only rural areas, but also in most urban areas. On one hand, China has attached great importance to macroeconomic development for a long time and neglected legal construction and the morality and integrity construction of general public; on the other hand, the absence of moral education made by families and educational institutions leads to serious individualism and money worship. The core of establishing credit reward and penalty systems is to increase the cost for breaking contracts or promises and cultivate favorable social integrity markets. As a result, it is quite necessary to formulate social integrity laws. On one hand, the penalty degree for breaking promises shall be enhanced to make appropriate economic punitive measures; on the other hand, relevant commendations shall be given to those who value credit or morality and some conveniences shall be given to them when they apply for credit extension in rural banks. Only by sparing no efforts to perform integrity education and publicity and gradually make more people have integrity awareness can favorable social integrity be created. In addition, as credit rule makers, supervisors and credit demonstrators, government integrity is the most fundamental core part in social integrity systems. Only by realizing their promises can governments lead rural banks to have in-depth developments in rural areas.
Improve Agricultural Insurance Systems to Reasonably Transfer Risks
The cooperation between rural banks and insurance companies shall be further enhanced. Agricultural insurances shall be extensively promoted. When loans are issued, customers shall be encouraged to purchase relevant insurances for agricultural products and agricultural natural disasters, which will also improve local economic development. The capacity of insurance companies affording agricultural production risks and damages is limited. For those businesses with high earnings and that can be afforded by insurance companies alone, they can be operated as per regular insurances and relevant agricultural insurance companies are responsible for them; for those businesses with low earnings and that are hard to operate, the central government shall provide necessary financial supports for catastrophic risks and local governments shall also be fully cooperative to eliminate or lower relevant risks.
Summary
In short, the establishment and development of rural banks play an important role in improving and enhancing rural services in rural areas and supporting the construction of socialism new rural areas. In order to lower the operation risks of the rural banks in Heilongjiang, internal risk management and governance shall be enhanced and external risk prevention and control shall be optimized to establish the risk prevention and control systems for such rural banks.
